
Assembly of Flat Pack Boxes 
Assemble boxes with one strip of tape down centre of box and one strip each end. Fill boxes but 
keep level on top and seal as above. (If boxes are not full they will collapse when stacked in vehicle). 
Using a permanent marker pen write on the tape the designated room of the box and fragile if 
appropriate. When emptied cut the tape off the box, flat-pack and call to arrange collection (local 
boxes) to enable the boxes to be recycled. On long distance moves we will leave the boxes for you 
to dispose of as you wish.  
Use small boxes for books and heavy, dense items. Medium sized boxes for general use (glass, china 
etc), and larger boxes for lighter items (toys, lamps etc). For linen, duvets, cuddly toys etc. We find 
black plastic bags are ideal. When preparing for your move it is essential you box and bag as much 
as possible. This ensures that your effects travel softly to your new home and ensures that the 
loading and unloading of the vehicle goes smoothly and efficiently.   

Packing Paper 
Use for glass and china. Pack items individually, using half sheets of paper if appropriate and place 
heavy plates etc. in bottom of box with lighter glasses etc. towards the top. Use rolled newspaper, 
blankets, pillows etc. for padding and shock absorbing. Bubble wrap can be purchased from the 
office at cost price if required. 

Hanging Clothes 
We will transport all hanging clothes by transferring into our garment transportation wardrobes, so 
leave clothes in a suitable place and we will deal with them on removal day. 

Drawers 
As a general rule all drawers may remain full with the exception of drawers under beds and filling 
cabinets (if to be transported up or down stairs). 

Pictures 
Pack smaller frames into a made up box, standing up right from front to back, back to back with 
paper in between to avoid marking the frames. For larger pictures and mirrors I would suggest 
making a ‘record sleeve’ by sealing one edge of a flat pack box and sliding the picture in, sealing the 
top edge and labelling. 

Lamps 
Remove shades and pack in box, using pillows/cushions to pad if appropriate.  

Garden Tools 
Tie together in bundles or stand in dustbin or similar if you have a large number of tools. 

Televisions 
Use original manufactures box if available, or we will supply box on day of move. Smaller portable 
televisions can be packed in ordinary boxes suitably protected. 

Freezers 
Chest- A few days before move place contents in to large freezer bags and leave in freezer. On day 
of move we can remove the bags to take the weight of the bottom of the freezer and place the bags 
back in when the unit is on the vehicle 
Upright- As a general rule we can move upright freezers full or we will remove the drawers on the 
day of the move and replace when the unit is on the vehicle. Freezers are one of the last items to be 
placed on the vehicle. 

Fridge 
Empty contents prior to moving. On a long distance 2 day move were we hold your goods overnight 
it is generally possible to plug the fridge in but please check with office. 
 
 

Washing Machine/Pine Beds/Wardrobes etc. 
At the point of our removal survey we will have decided whether we will we undertake the dis- 
connection of machines and the dismantling of furniture of furniture which will be reflected in the 
quotation provided. 

Labelling of Furniture 
We do not generally advice the labelling of furniture but prefer the customer to be available at the 
new home to instruct as to the positioning of furniture within the rooms. 

Storage – General Advice 
We can store all household items with the exception of food stuffs, plants and flammable items (gas 
bottles/petrol etc.). We would encourage you to think carefully about the items you will need for 
the duration of the storage period so we can leave them retrievable. Any fridge/freezers that are to 
be stored need to be presented as dry as possible so ideally switch off 2/3 days before move and 
leave doors to unit open. With regards to chest of drawers contents may be left in drawers whilst in 
store. 

Scratches and Marks on Furniture 
During the packing process please take time to inspect your furniture and make yourself aware of 
any marks or scratches on the units. This is avoids possible problems when your furniture is placed 
in your new home. We have no intention of causing embarrassment but to cover ourselves we will 
point out any marks that we think need to be brought to your attention prior to blanket wrapping 
the item and placing in the removal vehicle. 

Taking Stock 
Take a long, hard look at your belongings and decide what you really want to take. Don’t take 
anything that is worn out, unusable, does not work or cannot be repaired.  

Removal Day 
The majority of local removals will be carried out in one day. Generally we aim to commence your 
move between 8am and 8.30am, taking the duration of the morning to load the vehicle and 
afternoon to unload. On arrival we will introduce ourselves then proceed to cover your carpets with 
protectors, cover the front door with a special padded cover and if applicable and practical cover 
the banister rail. These measures ensure maximum protection for your property.  
We aim to have your property empty for lunchtime and expect to able to gain access to your new 
home very early afternoon. We unload, placing all furniture and effects as per your instructions, to 
leave you at the end of the day in an organised state. 
On local moves your invoice is raised and presented to you on completion of the move where we 
can receipt your invoice and return your payment to the office. On distance moves payment is 
requested in advance.  
 
 
Hopefully this information should answer most of your questions but obviously should you have any 
other problems relating to your move, please do not hesitate to call the office on 01743 792229 or 
any of our mobiles Daniel Jones 07875 702305, David Ninnis 07970 607910 or David Beedles 07773 
142667. 
 
WE AT HOMEMASTER RELOCATIONS LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU ON YOUR 

MOVING DAY. 
 


